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Forum knowledgebase search
Searched for: studiomaster pro2 163 , Found: 102 lines
	Subject	Text
	Studiomaster Model: 08-04-6 gold	Hello
I am interested in the electrical diagram:
Studiomaster
Model: 08-04-6 gold
16-4-8g-2

	Studiomaster 300 8.2 Powerhouse.	Hi there i recently aquired a Studiomaster 300 8.2 powerhouse mixer. All seemed to be well when i go
	












	Develop Ineo 163 parts list	I need the Develop Ineo 163 parts list
pls pls pls.. thx
		I'm lucky that repair and maintain wide variety of equipment including pneumatics - I also get to w
		IN THE UK THAT PART IS £135+VAT TRADE FROM PHILIPS DIRECT. A NEW RECORDER IS LESS THAN THAT RET
		[quote:1bc946fb69="gary"]best price i can find for crt is from charles hyde @ £226.91 + vat. is
		Thanks for the advice Mike!
After fixing this bugger of a tv set I feel like i'm getting a hang of 
		if the screen has a crack in it only cure is replacement. here in the uk a replacement lcd panel is 
	Re: UDM3 FIXED!!!! Located PR003 and replaced	[quote="fatz2000"]:D :D :D :D :D :D [size=26:5bce5812d0]FIXED![/size:5bce5812d0]

	Painter chip	Hi Its about £80 to have the chip supplied and fitted you just send the sub panel with the pain
	sound repeater	Basically you require a Dictaphone and the type required would depend on the length of the message. 
		well in all fairness i expect they would want £60 just look at it ... i would charge £60 j
	Re: denon udm3	[quote:01c6aab246="guest"]Yep - I have exactly the same problem. CD tray won't eject. No motors
ru
		that fault is a classic painter ic problem, i would not even hesitate blaming it for that combinatio
	Philips CCC092A television (without remote control)	Hi you may find it easier to aquire a remote to enter the menu and spaecial functions of your set , 
		This seems like a very common fault. My Technosonic 1908 has just done the same thing and I have fou
		Oops, yes I did mean CQY80NG. Thanks for the links. Farnell do stock it at 15p :-) but then its 
	












		Thanks again Minnie.
I'll order the IC's now (Can't believe difference in price from Samsung deal
		Hi...not much help but I have seen people selling Mac repair manual CDs on Ebay for about £5. 
		Thanks again, looks like I'll have to scrap it and buy a new one.
I can get a DMRES10 for £1
		Been ringing round like crazy today being left on hold, whilst they attempt to find the part (gottat
		pretty sure its the panel - although still not got mine to work.
the must stupid thing about it i
	sony cmt cp101 low audio levels	Hi all,
First of all I confirmed that the Q330 power on muting transistor was at fault by substitut
	Bush WS6680SIL Sevice mode defaulted FIXED!!!	Hi everyone wondering if anyone can hel me out in this one.
After setting up a universal remote a
	Philips 28PW6515/05 Painter chip fault	Hi,
I have recently aquired a Philips 28" widescreen TV model no. 28PW6515/05. The tv has a
	Re: Radio code for CD-R 2005	[quote:6ade0c7153="TITANUM"][quote:6ade0c7153="ch1pp1e"]I am looking for a code for my Vauxhall radi
	problems with panasonic nvds65	when I found this sight and saw that others had exactly the same problem with their Panasonic DVC I 
		THE OPTICAL BLOCK UNIT IS THE LARGE ASSEMBLY VISIBLE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE SET BEHIND THE STEEL BRACK
	Re: sony cmt cp101 low audio levels	I read this on Wednesday, ordered the transistor on-line as suggested, got the part this morning, re
	Technosonic LCD1908 - dead - but stanby light flashing	I found with a bit of luck and poking around with a voltmeter, that one of the Schottky diodes was f
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